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About This Game

Twickles is an original puzzle game with a minimalist aesthetic.
Navigate a ball through increasingly complex labyrinths by rotating their individual parts or the entire structure.

Think ahead to complete each level in the perfect amount of moves and collect all of the trophies.

Features

• 75 hand-crafted, physics-based puzzles

• 5 parts, each introducing a new element to the game

• 1 original music track (and the ability to turn it off)

• Clean visuals and a soothing atmosphere

• Tough-as-nails puzzles and fits of rage

• Steam achievements
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
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Neox Studios
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
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Love and missed this game so glad that its on Steam.. I bought this game on release day. I absolutely love the premise and the
artwork is charming. But like many others I haven't found the "fun factor" in the gameplay at all. Worse, from what I have seen
it doesn't feel like fun is just around the corner or likely to emerge as gameplay gets more complex.

The root of the problem for me is that the heist missions don't feel set up to reward or encourage clever strategies for tackling
the obstacles they present. Despite its simplicity, the stealth mechanic is baffling in its tactical implications, and the
guard/villager AI feels both threadbare and punishing at the same time.

Here's the kind of thing I'd *like* to experience on a heist: scope out a building, get a feel for the guard patterns but darn it I
can't see how to time doors/etc to really slip past. Oh, wait! One of my theives has climbing, so if I can get my lockpicker to
*this* door, then he opens the window and my climber can get up along to the wall to the fourth floor where she can time the
patterns well enough to get over to the stairway back down to the third floor which is behind a closed door already... aha!! Ok,
now let's see if I can actually execute that well in real-time... GO!

But unfortunately there's none of that. Or at least, I can't find it if there is. Maybe the game just needs a good tutorial, or a
shallower ramp up that gradually introduces level complexity. Klei's INVISIBLE, INC. did a fantastic job with a similar theme -
I always felt like the levels were puzzles that rewarded clever and innovative strategies while still presenting plenty of
opportunities for the whole mission to go unexpectedly pear-shaped. Same goes for GUNPOINT.

I'm not saying KILLERS AND THIEVES should rip off the gameplay or design of those titles. But there should be room to
have different core mechanics while still capturing that great feeling of planning, executing.... and maybe screwing up and
improvising by the seat of your pants. Hopefully that will emerge with later updates, and then the whole story/guild management
layer will shine on top of that foundation.

Fingers crosssed!!. Beautiful animationa and a fun and enjoyable story, great for fans or WAKFU or those just looking for a
short and entertaining movie.. I can't believe any game would ever have such a total
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 voice as the guy they use. I turned the voice off as soon as I saw
it as an option, and it was silenced for a few minutes, then as if I didn't do a thing, he started that annoying blabber again. I
checked and it was still turned off. They get the prize for most annoying voice actor in the history of entertainment(movies,
games, tv, radio). He is the worst ever and since they let him go on when I turned it off I had to go negative.

Besides that the graphics are a bit weak, the controls didn't work as well as they did in the demo even. I like the concept but that
voice in the trailer is twice as bad in the game and it angred me into quitting, especially since I turned it off already.. Needs an
option to have static shadows under the player. It's really helpful for jumping

Also, the default gamepad settings (with an xbox 360 controller) break the double jump and glider. The xbox 360 trigger sends
multiple inputs as you release it. The glider kind of works if you hold it down at the right time, but the double jump basically
won't work unless you map it to a buton instead of the trigger.

With that said I beat the default park 100% and really enjoyed it! Happy to support this in early access and have already gotten
my money's worth.. Sex, Drugs and Metal! This game has it all.
Get the game. Slay demons from hell. Become metal as P'huk.. My least favorite from the triology. The set up story did not
really match the main plot. It felt a bit forced with less detail love than the others and a lot more back and forth and guessing.
This is complaining on a high level though. Compared to what we often get offered in the genre, this is still a game worth
playing.. I Completed this game
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this is a fantastic game to make fun of. Wont lie. This title is way more entertaning with unlimited money, then with out...

Its like Sims so it start out extreamlly slow if you don't fancy have intsa cash...

Its a unity3D game.. so not much else to say. Game not bad I guess, but the engine its built on is 120% complete crap... but I
guess it will do for a single play only game, that dosen't require smooth 60 FPS, physics or online features

still unlimited money is the way to go and it dosen't kill the game play ether. infact it makes it less grind and more ..well
gameplay.... OH MY EYES!!!. Doesn't work when i try to launch it!. If it wasn't for this not having multiplayer i would say this
is a 10/10 a must buy but it has no multiplayer only LAN so i would give this game a 7/10 mainly because it takes forever to
start ONE game and it has no multi other then that i would recommend this game.. It's okay.

As someone said, it's been pretty much the same since 2013 (worse than FM).
But hey, it is the only cricket sim out there, so I am giving it positive.
. Not recommended - just all around very poor.. I really can't say much about this game sence I can't get a pass a black screen
saying error when you enter the garden. I uninstalled it then reinstalled it and it did the same thing. I like the first one and the
begining of this one was good too. I just can't understand why it is saying (error missing data) quit or continue. If you say
continue you get a black screen and you can't get out of it . then you have to go to task managerment to end task . Please I hope
the fix this issue I like to get back playing it.. Best Game, Great Story Line 10/10. Not really bad actually, but not as good as
media player I'd like to used before
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